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The Students Council not only represents 

the interest of vast majority of the 

students in the institution but also 

represents the entire college to the outside 

world. 

NAVODHAN 21-22 – The students NAVODHAN 21-22 – The students 

union of SGMC came into power on 5th 

December 2021 with many ambitions and 

aspirations.



“It is time we all see gender as a spectrum instead of 
two sets of opposing ideals”- EMMA WATSON.

Gender inequality is one of the major crisis that we 
face today in our society. 

NAVODHAN students union instigated gender 
sensitization committee sensitization committee 

‘SAMATWA’

that shall bring ripples of gender revolution to our 
campus too.



December is the month of joy - It’s Christmas time 

It was the 1st Major milestone the union took up. ‘BETHLEHEM 
NIGHTS’ was conducted on NIGHTS’ was conducted on 

December 17th 

Celebrations started the previous day with ‘ XMAS CAROL’ visiting 
hostels and Quarters. 

‘BETHLEHEM NIGHTS’ received active participations from both the 
students and faculties which made the program a huge success. 

Events included crib making carol competitions , parody competitions , Events included crib making carol competitions , parody competitions , 
variety of fun games , fun stalls and many …
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It was a great privilege 

for the students union 

to bid a farewell to our beloved 

Dr.Rajesh , Dr.Rajesh , 

Associate professor of Anatomy 

after 

8 years of service.



“Freedom isn’t free”“Freedom isn’t free”

NAVODHAN 21- 22 

actively stood for the celebrations on 

REPUBLIC DAY paying tribute to all 

those who have sacrificed for the those who have sacrificed for the 

country. 



Stigma can never be eradicated from the society, but we can always 

control it or at least prevent ourselves from becoming a part of the same. 

Even after all the progress we have made people still 

isolate individuals with certain diseases or disabilities isolate individuals with certain diseases or disabilities 

LEPROMAZE was quiz program conducted on 

January 29th 

with the ACADEMIC CLUB 

There was active participation from students of all 

the batches.

Stigma can never be eradicated from the society, but we can always 

control it or at least prevent ourselves from becoming a part of the same. 

Even after all the progress we have made people still 

isolate individuals with certain diseases or disabilities isolate individuals with certain diseases or disabilities 

such as ‘LEPROSY’

was quiz program conducted on 

There was active participation from students of all 



Medical college is always confusing , especially the 

subjects.

Freshers often find it difficult to cope up with the new 

study patterns and techniques.

NAVODHAN in association with the ACADEMIC 

CLUB-SHARP VISION, conducted classes for 

students of 

1st MBBS.1st MBBS.

The initiative also had active participation from all the 

students.



NAVODHAN also introduced a platform 

‘SUBROSA’ on

February 7th where anybody could share their

thoughts of their beloved.thoughts of their beloved.

Both programs were a

huge success.

February is the month of Love

NAVODHAN 21-22 conducted the

Valentine’s Day celebrations 

‘MANOHARAM’

on February 14th



On March 9th on account of 

WOMEN’S DAY

CELEBRATIONS, 

NAVODHAN 21-22 conducted aNAVODHAN 21-22 conducted a

photography contest with theme 

‘BREAK THE BIAS’

Poster making competition was also

conducted. 

Both of these programsBoth of these programs

gained a lot of

attention and was welcomed wholeheartedly by the

faculties and students.



Sports are heartbeats of many individuals, 

especially

football. 

‘ISL FINAL’ was such a great masterpiece.

NAVODHAN 21-22 was able to screen the 

ISL FINAL in our college mini auditorium.

The night was really fun packed.



Vishnu  Vaishnavam (2020 Batch) 

proud by making it into 

Lakshmi Akshara Raj (2021 Batch)

got selected into the 

KUHS Chess Team 

which was another moment of joy for us
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KUHS Chess Team 
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‘PODI POORAM’ 

HOLI Program conducted by

NAVODHAN on 18th March was another 

treat for the

eyes. 

All the students had a great evening enjoying

variety of games and other fun activities.



Becoming a doctor or a medical professional is the

NOBLEST thing one can imagine but it is also on

of the most DANGEROUS profession. 

Many of our fellow doctors and medical professionals become victims to 

various physical and mental assaults, often it threatens their very existence. 

Becoming a doctor or a medical professional is the

NOBLEST thing one can imagine but it is also on

Many of our fellow doctors and medical professionals become victims to 

various physical and mental assaults, often it threatens their very existence. 

NAVODHAN conducted

‘CANDLE LIGHT SOLIDARITY’ 

on 1st April onon 1st April on

remembrance of Dr.Archana and acknowledge the fall

and to stand against any violence that may occur to

our fellow medical professionals.



Students Union were been 

an integral part of the

prestigious 

White Coat Ceremony 

for the newly joined

first year MBBS batch along with the Department of

Anatomy.



On April 19th SGMC FOOTBALL TEAM On April 19th SGMC FOOTBALL TEAM 

CHAMPIONS by winning the finals defeating AFMC at

KASTURBA MEDICAL COLLEGE, the union was delighted

as we were able to support the students in every steps.

SGMC FOOTBALL TEAM was CROWNEDSGMC FOOTBALL TEAM was CROWNED
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The students union was also very 

successful in arranging various 

Literature Events 

including 

Character Review competition 

which had wide participation fromwhich had wide participation from

whole batches



Then came the holy month of ‘ RAMADAN’.Then came the holy month of ‘ RAMADAN’.

NAVODHAN organized an 

‘IFTAAR’ 

get together on 27th

April, the house was packed, it was truly a 

delight.



NAVODHAN was able to bring back the lost culture 

of

‘FRESHER’S DAY-BHOOTHAKALAM' ‘FRESHER’S DAY-BHOOTHAKALAM' 

in our college. 

We were able to bring back the lost vibes. The juniors 

were

given a chance to express their talents along with somegiven a chance to express their talents along with some

fun activities from their seniors. The event was a huge

success.



The students union also actively 

participated in

Program conducted by 

Kerala Olympic Association,

in both the marathon as well as the 

closing ceremoniesclosing ceremonies



NAVODHAN does not limit in conducting 

programs

but is pledged to address the concern of 

students.

Free Covid vaccination facility for 

students after the

intervention of union was just one of them 

.



In the TARANG 2022 

SGMC Basket Ball team 

Vishnu K and Aswanth of 2019 Batch became runners up at the 

Caroms event

TARANG 2022 Sports events conducted at Kannur , 

SGMC Basket Ball team became semifinalists

of 2019 Batch became runners up at the 



LBS Institute of Technology for Women 

conducted Yagnadhruva 2022 . 

Our students 

Aparna Ashok (2018 Batch), Aravind S 

Shambu (2018 Batch) and

Anjali Ravindran (2019 Batch)

secured 1st 2nd and 3rd positions thus bagging all 

the three positions of the CHITTI ROBORT 

Memory Game event.



June, the 

Popcorn Project 

June, the PRIDE Month was celebrated in SGMC for the 

first time.

’PRISM  2022’

Popcorn Project collaborated with SAMATHWA to 

conduct 

Movie Night on Fridays.



Prathidwani , literary club of Navodhan collaborated 

with SAMATHWA to conduct various literary events.with SAMATHWA to conduct various literary events.

Letter writing competition ‘Dear Society’ and Savage 

Comeback Challenge were conducted.

literary club of Navodhan collaborated 

to conduct various literary events.to conduct various literary events.

Savage 



As the part of

’PRISM  2022’

SAMATHWA Organized a Flash Mob at the Mall 

Of Travancore on June 26th

We were able to drive the spirits of PRIDE in the 

audience and the program gained huge appreciation 

from the mob.



’PRISM  2022’

will leave its fingerprints on our college

SAMATHWA is now under the work of Wall Art 

Let us feel the pride of PRIDE and draw it in the 

walls of our heartwalls of our heart



Dr. Ashish joined us in the venture for the greater cause

We celebrated Environmental Day June 5th 2022 

by adding greenery to Gokulam campus.

joined us in the venture for the greater cause



MH FUTSAL 

The event was live streamed 

2018 Batch students bagged the first two positions and 2018 Batch students bagged the first two positions and 

Aravind K V(2018 Batch) 

MH FUTSAL was conducted on June 6th . 

live streamed in our Instagram page which gained public 

recognition. 

students bagged the first two positions and 2019 Batch students students bagged the first two positions and 2019 Batch students 

got the third position.

Aravind K V(2018 Batch) became Top Scorer of The League



GEM Quest 22 Inter College Quiz Competition 

was conducted by the Emergency Medicine 

Department of SGMC.

Sree Gokulam Medical College won 1st Prize. 

Travancore Medicity grabbed the 2nd prize.

Believers Church Medical College secured 3rd

position.



Curious minds had their fare share of opinions as we had a 

literary club of Navodhan celebrated the Prathidwani  literary club of Navodhan celebrated the 

Reading Week with the war of words.

Curious minds had their fare share of opinions as we had a 

fruitful discussion on “Gender Equality in Campus”



Prathidwani  initiated the first ever Book Pool of 

SGMC.

Book Pool is a noble venture where readers come 

together to help each other to Read more and Grow 

more as a collective.



Inspired by the Annual Fundraising Met Gala, 

Navodhan organised Navodhan organised 

MED GALA was the 

Active Radio 

Inspired by the Annual Fundraising Met Gala, 

Navodhan organised MED GALA for the first time in SGMC on 23rdNavodhan organised MED GALA for the first time in SGMC on 23rd

June

MED GALA was the Unique attraction introduced by Navodhan 21-22 

and was a huge success

Active Radio added more vibe to the event 



21-22

NAVODHAN doesn’t plan to stop here.

We have a greater will to do even better things in the future and

make college a better place.
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